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ABSTRACT
In this work, we present SlideType, an intuitive text-entry system
on mobile devices with multiple touch inputs as well as visual and
auditory output to be used by as many people as possible
including those have vision, dexterity and cognition impairments.
9 participants (5 have vision impairments, 3 have mild cognitive
impairment and 1 has dexterity impairments) were tested using
SlideType to type in a name such as "John Smith" without training.
Overall, participants were able to complete the task of typing and
editing. We reported some results and lessons learnt.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the landscape of current technology, mobile and ubiquitous
computing has surrounded people with more and more
touchscreen devices. Whereas many devices use touch inputs,
there is an increasing need for text input, such as write-in
candidates on voting machines, and looking up a name in the
directory using touchscreen kiosk. However, the challenge is that
most current touchscreen text-input systems do not accommodate
users with vision[1], cognition and dexterity limitations. For
people with limited vision, technologies such as preinstalled
screen readers provide auditory feedback; however no information
about the letter placement on the keypad is provided[2]. For
people with cognitive impairments, the classic [querty] keyboard
layout is very difficult and confusing[3].
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Our purpose is to design, implement and test an intuitive
multimodal text-entry solution for touchscreen devices, which will
enable all people including those have vision, dexterity and
cognitive impairments to input text effectively. In this paper, we
present SlideType, a universal design text-entry system runs on
Microsoft Surface RT tablet. SlideType was developed and pilot
tested as a write-in system for candidates as part of a new design
for a voting ballot[4]. However, the concept is generalizable for
any text input application on any touch screen platform.

2. RELATED WORK
There have been some innovative text-entry researches regarding
of improving certain types of accessibility for text-input
experiences, mainly towards user with vision impairments on
touchscreen devices.
Navtouch[5] by Guerreiro et al. enables users to perform
directional right, left, down, or up gestures anywhere on the
touchscreen with a voice feedback to navigate through a five row
alphabet, touching bottom right corner to erase previous letter and
bottom left for space and other special characters. By using
sequential alphabet, the system enables the user to input text
without memorizing keyboard layout; by using directional
gestures, user could perform the task on anywhere of the screen. It
also utilizes the corners of the screen so that it’s easy to navigate.
NavTouch has an average keystroke per character (KSPC) of 4.68.
No-Look Notes[6] by Bonner et al. is a touchscreen keyboard with
audio feedback which utilizes alphabetical character-grouping
scheme to divide the screen into eight sections at the first-level.
User could split-tap to enter one section which further divides
individual letters in the same sections at second-level. The system
also allows a swipe to the left or right to erase or enter a space.
BrailleTouch[7] by Southern et al. utilized multi-touch
interactions on smart phone to present a six-key chorded Braille
with three dots one each side of the smartphone. This system
allow eye-free text entry on mobile touchscreen smartphones and
their pilot study shows that BrailleTouch has a higher typing speed
over other Braille keyboard. However, learning Braille takes time
and experience.
TravelMan[8] by Melto et al. uses speech, multi-tap and
contextual predictive text input as well as audio and vibration
output to provide a multi-modal mobile road guidance application.
However, in the context of voting, speech input is not a
consideration due to privacy issue.
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Dawkins et al. has introduced an anonymous text input solution
for Prime III[9], a web-based ballot voting system. To provide
write-in capability (entry a candidate's name) for people with
vision impairments, it uses speech input based on alphabet
clustering and predictive text. The user first select one out of five
text clusters by saying vote when they hear the right cluster and
then select the letter in the same way. According to their findings,
on average the predictive spelling is three times faster than linear
spelling. However, the linear process of audio input takes average
of 9.52 minutes for a user to input a full name.
Slide Rule[10] by Kane et al. is a set of touchscreen gesture inputs
with audio feedback. It use a one finger slide gesture to browse
through a single column of stacked items such as phone book on
smart phone. Once the user found the item, they could use a
second-finger tap to select. The study suggested that users of Slide
Rule could scan through the items faster than Pocket PC, which
the later one requires user to step through one item a time with
linear fashion. Their study also observed a higher error rate using
Slide Rule over Pocket PC, resulting in a speed-accuracy tradeoff.

3.1.5 Tolerance for error
To reflect the principle of tolerance for error, the system
minimizes the consequences of inputting unintended letter by
instant audio feedback and confirm prompt after the input, asking
"you've inputted ..., is this correct?".

3.1.6 Low physical effort
To reflect the principle of low physical effort, the system
minimizes keystrokes for inputting a single letter.

3.1.7 Size and space for approach and use
To reflect the principle of size and space for approach and use, the
system provides easy navigation to the touch controls and
reasonable size for all controls.

3. SLIDETYPE: A UNIVERSAL DESIGN
TEXTENTRY SYSTEM
While previous researches approach from designing for assistive
technology, SlideType interface takes the approach of universal
design. The features include a slider, a delete and space key, a
zoomed box, along with bi-direction controls(as shown in figure
1) and a confirmation prompt.

3.1 Universal Design Principles
SlideType is designed following universal design principles of
equitable use, flexibility in use, simple and intuitive use,
perceptible information, tolerance for error, low physical effort, as
well as size and space for approach& use[11].

3.1.1 Equitable Use
The overall goal of one input system for all users exemplifies the
principle of equitable use. Considering the use case of touchscreen
devices in public places, the biggest challenge is to design a single
system that could be used by as many people as possible with
different abilities and computer experiences.

3.1.2 Flexibility in use
To reflect the principle of flexibility in use, the system provides
slider, bi-directional arrows, and touch buttons for user
interactions to accommodate ranges of preferences and abilities.

3.1.3 Simple and intuitive use
To reflect the principle of simple and intuitive use, the system use
sequential alphabet to simplify visual searches, especially for
novice users.

3.1.4 Perceptible information
To reflect the principle of perceptible information, the system
presents clear visual and auditory feedback. The design uses
icons, colors and graphics to simplify the delivering of messages.
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Figure 1. SlideType Text-Entry Interface

3.2 SlideType Graphical User Interface
3.2.1 Slider
The input alphabet is presented using a slider metaphor. The
alphabet followed by a hyphen is laid out sequentially on a
horizontal slider bar (as shown in Figure 1). For novice user,
QWERTY layout seems arbitrary and thus increases the difficulty
for visual search[12]. In SlideType, all the letters are designed to
lay out in a single row rather multiple rows. As Norman&Fisher
concluded, for novice users, the break point of alphabet for
multiple rows could be the key problem of slower typing speed of
alphabetical keyboards[13]. The blue slider grip will highlight the
current letter that's selected. The shape of the grip also indicates
the affordance of slide motion.

3.2.2 Delete and space keys
A delete key for erasing typo locates at bottom left corner of the
screen and a space key locates at the bottom right corner.
SlideType user interface utilizes the edge and corners of the screen
for better navigation[14]. The input slider bar and two keys are
located at the bottom of the tablets. Depending on different use
case, the left edge and right edge of the screen could be used for
exiting the text-input interface by canceling current text input
session or submitting what has been input.
The previous prototype had an enter key at the bottom right corner
instead of the space key. The space was located on the slide bar
between letter Z and hyphen. However, after a pilot study,

participants were complaining that it's hard to find the space so we
moved it out of the slider bar.

3.2.3 Zoomed box
The zoomed box is placed at the center of the screen magnifying
the current letter that's highlighted on the slider grip. This allows
people with low vision to see the current letter easier. It also
serves as an alternative enter key.

3.2.4 Bi-directional arrows
The bi-directional arrows locate at the left and right side of
zoomed box. This allow user to go forward/back one letter at a
time. The arrows also loop the alphabet. When the current letter is
A, tapping on the left arrow will move the current letter to hyphen
and vice versa.

3.2.5 Confirmation prompt

arrows
3

Simple and
intuitive use

Slider bar

4

Perceptible
information

Slider grip, Zoomed
Delete/Space Key

5

Tolerance for error

Prompt, Audio Feed-forward on Slider
Bar

6

Low physical effort

Slider Gesture

7

Size and space for
approach& use

Delete and Space Keys, Zoomed box

box,

Audio,

Table 1. Design features related to universal design principles

3.3.2 Flexible ways of inputs
SlideType provides three primary options for input: 1) life finger
with slide gesture, 2) direct tap on slider bar, 3) direct tap using
zoomed box and arrow controls.
User could move finger along the slider at the bottom to browse
the whole alphabet with audio feed-forward. This allow users to
quickly browse and find the letter they intend to input [10]. Once
the intended letter is found, user could lift finger off the screen to
enter the letter.

Figure 2. Confirmation Prompt
After user finished spelling the name, a confirmation prompt with
audio output will pop up to remind user to double check the
spelling. This design provides tolerance for error and is especially
important in the context of voting.

3.3 SlideType Inputs and Outputs
3.3.1Feed-forward interaction enabled by audio
feedback
Physical keyboard provides a tactile feedback of the keyboard
shape and layout which touchscreen doesn't have advantage of.
How do user with vision impairments know which letter is
currently selected? To communicate "the purpose of the
action"[15], users need interaction of feed-forward.
In SlideType, touchscreen feed-forward is enabled through audio
feedback before an actual action gets passed on to the system.
When the user's finger touches a new letter, the system reads the
letter out without cutting off the audio of previous letter. For
example, if the user's finger moved from letter A to letter D, the
system read as "A, B, C , D". According to previous research,
audio feedback also increases the point accuracy for small
target[16].
Universal Design
Principles
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Design Features

Figure 2. Slide finger along left or right to browse the letter
Another way to entry text is to tap directly on the wanted letter of
the slide bar. This works as how a normal soft keyboard operates.
The previous design takes at least two keystrokes to input one
letter with the slider. User has to touch a separate enter key after
moving the slider grip to the wanted letter. However, pilot study
shows that this input process was repetitive and confusing. So we
remove the second input action in the prototype to lower physical
effort, at the same time, it also provides flexibility in use for
operating the slider bar by either slide gesture or direct tap.
Additionally, user could tap on the previous or next arrows
besides the zoomed box to go backward or forward one letter with
audio feedback. Once the intended letter is found, user could tap
on the zoomed text box to enter the letter.
The system is designed to work with dual-input assistive
technology such as sip-n-puff device. For example, users could sip
through the loop of left arrow, input zoomed box, right arrow,
space and delete, and puff to select the control. This could
potentially reduce the keystrokes per letter comparing to current
system requiring sipping through the whole alphabet and puff to
select the letter. However, we haven't implement and test with it
yet.
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Equitable use

All of the design features

3.3.2 Audio and visual outputs.
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Flexibility in use

Slider bar, Zoomed box, Bi-directional

SlideType also have dynamic audio and visual output to provide
instant feedback of user's current action and progress indication.

Everytime a letter is entered, the interface reads out all letters that
has been inputted so far. For example, if they input JOHN, the
system will reads "J-O-H-N". This is designed considering there
could be various ways to pronounce a name which could be
confused. In this way, people with vision impairments are aware
of where they are in the process. The delete and space key also
says "delete" or "space" once user tapped on the keys. The visual
layout is designed with clear contrast of size and color. The
controls are colored in blue and the informative information is in
black.

toucsreen experiences. During the test, participants were asked to
input a name such as “John Smith” using SlideType while think
out loud. A follow up task of erasing and inputting a new name
was asked if the users didn’t need editing when input "John
Smith". After the test, we asked each participant for preferences
and feedbacks on various design features of the prototype
including interaction, gesture, size, color, layout and audio. An
audio instruction was available by tapping on the instruction
button on top right corner. The study took about 20 minutes for
each participant.

4. USABILITY STUDY

4.4 Preliminary Results

We are conducting a usability study in order to gain feedbac along
development. We first conducted a pilot study with 6 participants
(1 totoally blind, 2 with dexterity impairments and 3 with low
vision) which was used to make design decisions. Based on the
results (which is not reported below), modifications were made.
We are currently conducting the study with 40 participants and
this paper reports on preliminary results of 9 participants. We
didn't take the traditional user study for text-entry measuring the
speed and accuracy. We are more interested in investigating if the
system shows a good performance in universal design.

4.1 Participants
Until the paper is written, 9 adults (4 female, 5 male) with the age
range of 24-61 (Average=42.5, SD=13.6) participated in the study.
There are 5 participants with vision impairments (3 are totally
blind, 2 have low vision), 3 participants with mild cognitive
impairments and 1 participants with dexterity impairments. 3
Master’s degree or higher, 1 Bachelor’s degree or higher, 2 had
Some college or Associate’s degree, 1 has G.E.D. and 2 have
some High school. Participants self-reported their computer
experience as a range of 1-10 with an average of 5.66 (SD=3.78)
and touch screen expertise as same range with an average of 5.55
(SD=3.79).

4.4.2 Usability Study
Overall, most participants have positive feedback towards
SlideType for using it to type and edit. Participants' rating of ease
of use for typing with SlideType has an average of 3.89
(SD=1.167) out of 5 (4 being easy and 5 being very easy to use).
The participants' rating of ease of use for editing has an average of
3.86 (SD=1.36).
Results on equitable use. In the usability study, all participants
completed the task of inputting the text (1 participant take some
learning), all participants completed the task of editing the text.
This shows that SlideType is usable for people with diverse
abilities.

Table 2 Scatterplot of SlideType ease of use rating compare to
level of touchscreen experience.
We didn't find statistically significant linear relationship between
the self-reported level of touchscreen expertise and the user's
rating of ease of use for SlideType (as shown in Table 2). This
suggests that using SlideType doesn't have a correlation to users'
previous touchscreen experiences.
Table 2. Participants' self-reported level of expertise

4.2 Prototype
The prototype is developed in Microsoft Visual Studio 2012 using
Xaml and C#. The prototype runs on Microsoft Surface RT tablet
which has a physical dimension of 11" x 0" x 6.77". The audio
sources are recorded with female voice.

4.3 Tasks and Procedures
Each user study consists of pre-trial interview, test with prototype
and post-trial interview. Before the test, participants were asked
about some demographic questions as well as computer and
4

Results on flexibility in use. Participants were able to use
SlideType interface in different ways. 4 participants(3 totally blind,
1 with low vision) used slide gesture with finger lift input initially.
5 participants (3 with mild cognitive impairment, 1 with low
vision and 1 with dexterity impairment) choose to direct tap on the
slider to input text initially. Among those people, 2 participants(1
with low vision, 1 with dexterity impairment) tried to input with
the slide gesture and arrow keys.
Participants like the flexible ways of inputs. A 24 years old male
with low vision commented that "some people would use the
slider, it's good to have the option there". Another participant
commented that "the arrows could be helpful for someone who's
aging".

Results on simple and intuitive use. Most participants could use
the system first time. 77.8% of the participants typed using
SlideType without learning. 5 participants used the audio
instruction: 4 participants(3 totally blind and 1 with low vision)
used the instruction initially and 1 participant with low vision used
it to find the delete key. 3 participants with mild cognitive
impairments typed a name without instructions nor training.
However, we found that some participants who are experienced
with QWERTY keyboard and touchscreen devices felt confusing
first time using SlideType. 2 participants (totally blind) who used
touchscreen devices a lot couldn't initially type in a name until
researcher point out that the slider is located at the bottom of the
screen. They were touching in the middle of the screen, expecting
multiple rows of letters starts from the center, or touch anywhere
on the screen to start like the other touchscreen devices with
voice-over on.

Tolerance for error. We observed that with the confirmation
prompt, all participles were able to check the spelling before
submitting the name. All participants were able to correct the typo
by tapping or holding the delete key.
However, we also observed more typo on the current version of
SlideType compared to the previous version. This usually
occurred when participant start the slide motion outside of slider
bar which seemed to be a system bug. Besides, 1 participant who
is totally blind also made several typo when he lifted finger off
letter S, it slipped to the next letter T as input. This is caused by
the size of the letter on the slider being too small.
Low physical effort. Participants like the slide gesture and finger
lift input. A 51 years old male who is nearly blind rated very easy
with this interaction, saying that "this is easier than using
keyboard". A 61years old male commented that "it's faster" to
input by lifting. A 24 years old male with spine injury commented
that "the slide is a neat thing, I like that, that's something I don't
usually see on the others". A 37 years old male commented that
"you need to get used to it. I would prefer find it, and let it go, and
move it along".
Size and space for approach& use. Most participants
commented that it's easy to navigate to the controls. 5 participants
(2 low vision, 2 totally blind and 1 dexterity impairment) rated it's
very easy to find the delete and space key. A participant with low
vision commented that "I like how it's right on the edge here, so
you don't have to find it in the space. That was awesome". 2
participants also commented that the size of the delete/space keys
were nice and big.

Figure 3 SlideType Working with EZ Ballot
Results on perceptible information. Participants reported the
audio and color were very helpful to understand the interface and
the layout of space/delete key make good sense. 4 participants
rated the audio feedback to be extremely helpful. 1 participant
with low vision commented that the color helps him to understand
which controls are for interaction.
We also have some negative comments on the audio delivery of
instruction, deleting, spelling and browsing. A 60 years old female
commented that "the instruction was long and wordy". 4
participants (3 totally blind, 1 low vision) mentioned that they
would like to hear the letter they just deleted, such as "deleting K",
"deleting Space". 1 participant commented that "hearing all the
letters is confusing". 2 participants prefer to have the whole name
reads out to them as "John" once they hit the space key. 3
participants (2 totally blind and 1 vision impaired) mentioned that
phonetic alphabet would be helpful. Participant commented that
"between M and N you kind of need mom or November
something".
Some visual information is not delivered clearly. A 24 years old
low vision user was expecting the left arrow to be the delete key at
the first time of use. A 38 years old female with mild cognitive
impairments couldn't understand "delete". She was looking for
erase key. Due to the limited time of prototyping development, the
slider in the prototype doesn't have a big visual grip which didn't
show the affordance of slide motion. A participant also mentioned
that "I didn't know [slide gesture is] an option".
5

We got negative feedback about the size of the target on the slider.
4 participants(1 with low vision, 3 totally blind) complained that
the letter on the slider was too close to each other. 2 participants
suggests multiple rows and 1 participant suggest that the alphabet
should run across the screen. This is a navigation and size design
trade-off we need to consider.

5. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
According to the feedback of the usability study, SlideType has a
very good performance on equitable use and flexibility in use. It's
also simple to use and easy to learn.
The prototype needs some work on modifying perceptible
information on audio and visual aspects.
More choices of color & contrast needs to be provided since
people with low vision percept information differently. The letters
on the slider being too close caused some typo.
For future work, we will modify our prototype based on the
feedback. We will continue the study with more participants.
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